
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
innovation scientist. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for innovation scientist

Collaborate in cross-functional teams and interfaces regularly with RCT and
Global RDQ
Connect “What’s Needed” by the consumer and business with “What’s
possible” in terms of product technology and design
Design and execute packaging timelines, cost estimates, risk assessments,
and project work for Laundry including all aspects of packaging - from
primary package through shipping cases, unit load and point-of-purchase
displays
Identify cost saving opportunities on existing packaging, leveraging technical
expertise while delivering on consumer and customer requirements
Independently represent the packaging technical function within a project
and to management, both inside and outside the company
Work with vendors, Clorox plants and co-packers to assure package
components are of high quality, efficiently produced and easily run on
packaging lines
Select and apply technology from internal and external sources to achieve
business results
Works independently, guided by functional processes and seeks input or
guidance on complex matters
As appropriate, lead cross-discipline project teams
Become subject matter experts (SMEs) on the consumers and products
related to their specific project
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Master in Food Science or Chemical Engineering or a related discipline
At least 1 year of research experience with financial services, preferably
banking or insurance
Experience developing insurance risk models or actuarial models are a plus
Self-motivated and passionate about solving fintech and insuretech related
issues with Big Data Analytics
Ability to travel within the US and internationally at least 20% of the time –
this requirement will vary based on client engagements
Experience with large scale data analysis tools such as Spark, Hadoop, AWS
experience is a plus


